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What is a “Smart City”?
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Open Data
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What is µMEC?
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LuxTurrim5G light pole
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µMEC concept

• µMEC complements the emerging 5G radio networks  by enabling new 
applications

• µMEC is a small form factor HW+SW platform for especially the Smart City 
services on Ultra Far Edge

• It can use 5G, WLAN or fiber connection
• It can be installed on light poles, vehicles, etc
• The µMEC proof-of-concept is based on LuxTurrim5G and open source 

components

<6GHz AP

mmW AP / sBH

MUX+uMEC+AI
+Power+TRS
+Sensors, Cameras

µMEC deployment example: LuxTurrim5G
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What is Multi-Access Edge Computing?



Multi-Access Edge Computing
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› Standardized application development model for the Edge
› Interfaces are defined using OpenAPI that allows generating 

server and client stubs for tens of programming languages
› MEC-11 (Application Enablement) allows modifying traffic rules, 

DNS rules, and discovering new services
› Supports multiple transports, security with OAuth2.0 etc
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ETSI MEC (Multi-Access Edge Computing)



What is Kubernetes?
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Putting it all together: your task is to create a Smart 
City service that uses a µMEC that is deployed in the 

city

For simplicity, we have a ready-made application as 
a starting point.

Your solution can include elements outside this app 
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Your city...
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End user

Phone 
with 

camera 
and 

browser

µMEC

NGINX

Static 
html + 
JS

MEC-11
Service Discovery 

Tensorflow

Model

REST API

Backend

MobileEdgeX
ML service

1. End user will use a 
browser to access the 
service

2. Web server will 
return a JavaScript 
page

3. JavaScript will use 
the camera to take a 
picture

4. The web server will 
use MEC-11 to find a 
Tensorflow service to 
analyze the image

5. The web server will 
use the results of the 
analysis and do 
something

Application
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How it works

› You need to bring in your own laptop and smart phone
› You will be able to download the sample code from Akraino gerrit 

and see how it runs on micromec.org/hack/selfie
› To modify and run the modified code,

› clone it to your own Github repo
› enable webhooks on the repo

› Your app will be served on a web server with a public URL
› You can also modify the Tensorflow model that the sample app 

uses. Please talk to us, if you want to do that. 

https://micromec.org/hack/selfie


Development workflow
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Developer

Github repo
(with webhooks)

Micromec.org
● Program 1
● Program 2
● Program 3

µMEC cluster
● MEC-11
● Sensors
● Camera
● Lights



Create a new github repo
Click: https://github.com/new
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https://github.com/new


Add a webhook to the repository
Payload URL:

https://micromec.org/hack

Content type:

application/json

Secret: leave it blank

SSL verification: Enable

Events: just the push event
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https://micromec.org/hackathon


Webhook is now active
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Back to webhook
Check Recent Deliveries on

the webhook’s settings page.

The delivery from the webhook 

is marked with a green tick mark.

If the mark is red then please contact

the hackathon organizers online.
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Recent deliveries
Response should be 

HTTP 200.

Click Redeliver 

to test the hook.
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Local setup
Follow instructions from Github.

“Business as usual.”

Initiate your local copy of

the repository and make the 

first commit and push.
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Check the result
We pull and deploy your code to 

micromec.org.

See the list of projects:

https://micromec.org/hack

Our server will host standard 

HTML, JS and CSS. We also allow small 

images (max. 1M).

Please do not push inappropriate content!
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https://micromec.org/hack


Develop your app
“Commit early, commit often!”

Work on your project and push

changes from the command 

line (for instance).

Github will trigger a new

deployment on micromec.org.
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https://micromec.org/hack


Check results again
Your new code is deployed and 

available at micromec.org.

Have a lot of fun... 

Happy hacking!
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https://micromec.org/hack

